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We analyze the influence of classical phase-space structures on the ionization behavior of Rydberg atoms in
parallel electric and magnetic fields. Classically, ionization above the Stark saddle-point energy is suppressed
for moderate magnetic fields compared to zero magnetic field. The location of a stable periodic orbit in the
surface of section serves as a criterion to understand this trend. For strong magnetic fields the effect is reversed,
and ionization is enhanced. This fact is related to the onset of global chaos in the Hamiltonian system. We
provide an analytic criterion for the field values at which this crossover takes place. @S1050-2947~98!04011-6#
PACS number~s!: 32.80.Rm, 32.60.1i, 05.45.1bI. INTRODUCTION
Rydberg atoms in static external fields have attracted
much interest over recent years, since they belong to the
most basic quantum systems exhibiting chaos which never-
theless are experimentally realizable @1#. They are therefore
ideally suited to study the fundamental question as to how
classically chaotic behavior in Hamiltonian systems is re-
flected in their quantum-mechanical counterparts ~‘‘quantum
chaology’’! @2#. To date most of the experiments and theo-
retical calculations have focused on explaining the long-
range modulations seen in photoabsorption spectra of Ryd-
berg atoms in magnetic or combined electric and magnetic
fields. An elaborate semiclassical theory has been developed,
which relates these modulations to the closed orbits of the
corresponding classical system, starting from the nucleus and
returning back to it ~‘‘closed-orbit theory’’! @3–6#. In con-
trast, relatively few investigations have addressed the ques-
tion as to how Rydberg electrons ionize, once they have been
laser excited, in the presence of external fields. In the time
domain the ionization dynamics of laser-excited Rydberg
wave packets subject to an additional homogenous electric
field has been studied theoretically @7# and experimentally
@8#.
In this paper we study ionization of highly excited Ryd-
berg electrons in parallel electric and magnetic fields in the
frequency regime, that is at fixed energy. The addition of a
magnetic field introduces a feature into the phase space of
the corresponding classical Hamiltonian which is not present
in a pure electric field: If potentials of competing symmetry
exercise an equally strong influence on the electron its mo-
tion may become chaotic. This prompts the question as to
what is the influence of the classically chaotic dynamics on
the ionization behavior of the Rydberg electron. We describe
ionization within a classical framework, aiming to under-
stand the trends in the ionization behavior in terms of the
classical phase-space structure. A semiclassical or even
quantum-mechanical theory for field ionization in external
fields is still out of reach due to the spacially extended nature
of the wave functions involved.
Our investigations have also been motivated by a recent
experiment on Rydberg atoms in crossed electric and mag-
netic fields @9#. This type of experiment is able to distinguishPRA 581050-2947/98/58~5!/3884~7!/$15.00between stable and ionizing states above the classical field
ionization threshold on a microsecond time scale Tmax
'20 ms. It thus differs from the above-mentioned photoex-
citation experiments in external fields for which closed-orbit
theory can be applied. Quantum mechanically, this experi-
ment measures the ratio of photoexcited states with a decay
width larger than G52p/Tmax to the total density of photo-
excited states at the excitation energy. A nonmonotonic pro-
gression of the ionization threshold in crossed fields, defined
as the energy above which the percentage of ionized atoms
to the total number of photoexcited atoms is larger than 50%,
was observed as the magnetic field was changed. This ion-
ization behavior was shown to depend only on the scaled
parameters of the corresponding classical system ~see be-
low!, and a subsequent theoretical interpretation based on
classical trajectory calculations confirmed the behavior
found by the experiment @10#.
The plan of the paper is as follows: We briefly review the
classical description of a Rydberg electron in parallel electric
and magnetic fields in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we present the
global ionization behavior as a function of the field param-
eters and the energy. The relationship to parameter ranges in
typical experiments is briefly discussed. In Sec. IV we ex-
plain the trends of the ionization probability as a function of
the field parameters and the energy in terms of the classical
phase-space structure. We show that the overall behavior of
the ionization cross section can be related to the appearance
of two periodic orbits of the Hamiltonian: ~a! For small and
intermediate magnetic fields, the so-called downhill balloon
orbit creates an island of stability which takes flux away
from the ionization channel, and ~b! for large magnetic fields
an unstable periodic orbit is created which leads to an en-
hancement of the ionization probability. An analytic criterion
is derived giving the field values at which this crossover
occurs. Finally, in Sec. V, we discuss the relationship be-
tween the results presented here and closed-orbit theory. We
also address the question as to how a nonhydrogenic core
influences the ionization behavior. More technical aspects
are left to the Appendix.
An experimental test of the results presented here is yet
outstanding, but could be performed along the same lines as
has been done for the crossed-field experiment. Atomic units
will be used throughout the paper unless otherwise stated.3884 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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AND MAGNETIC FIELDS
The Hamiltonian for a hydrogen atom in a homogeneous
electric field F and a parallel magnetic field B , both oriented
parallel to the z axis, in a reference frame rotating with the
Larmor frequency, is
H5
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B and F are measured in atomic units ~B052.353105 T,
F055.143109 V cm21!. Introducing scaling relations for
the coordinates, the momenta, the Hamiltonian, and the time
as r!B22/3r, p!B1/3p, H!B2/3H and t!t/B , the scaled
Hamiltonian function reads
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where f 5B24/3F is the scaled electric field. The scaling
property of the Hamiltonian function means that the classical
dynamics does not depend on the three parameters B , F , and
energy E independently, but only on the scaled electric field
f and the scaled energy «5B22/3E . The scaled Hamiltonian
~2! is the starting point for our analysis of ionization in par-
allel electric and magnetic fields. In the rest of the paper, r
and p denote scaled quantities unless otherwise stated. Note
that for a fixed electric field F , the scaled electric field f
decreases with increasing magnetic field B . The z compo-
nent of the angular momentum Lz or its scaled counterpart
lz5B1/3Lz are conserved quantities. We will confine our-
selves to the case where the lz50 manifold is excited. Due
to the cylindrical symmetry lz is a conserved quantity and the
phase space of the parallel field Hamiltonian ~2! is effec-
tively four dimensional.
III. IONIZATION AND PHASE-SPACE STRUCTURE
A. Ionization probabilities
Photoexcitation takes place from a low-lying state which
is well localized within a few Bohr radii from the nucleus.
For a high-lying state to be laser excited, it must have con-
siderable overlap with the low-lying state. Neglecting tunnel-
ing effects, the wave function of the excited state can be
constructed semiclassically according to Huygens principle
@11# from outgoing Coulomb waves @3#. The characteristics
of wave fronts are classical trajectories starting at the origin
r50.
Trajectories in parallel electric and magnetic fields ionize
in the direction of the positive-z axis, since the diamagnetic
term in Eq. ~2! acts as a confining potential in the other
coordinates. The sum of all static potentials has a local maxi-
mum at the Stark saddle xs5ys50 and zs51/Af . Classically
the threshold for ionization is the Stark saddle-point energy
«s522Af .
In numerical simulations trajectories were started at the
origin r50 within a one-dimensional initial manifold char-
acterized by the azimuthal angle uP@0,p# with respect to
the z axis. The equations of motion were then solved by
writing the scaled Hamiltonian ~2! in semiparabolic coordi-nates as described in the Appendix. This removes the Cou-
lomb singularity at the origin ~see also Ref. @12#!. A high-
order Taylor integrator was used as described in Ref. @13#,
which reduced computation times by a factor of approxi-
mately 3 compared to conventional Runge-Kutta methods.
Trajectories were propagated from the origin r50 until the
time Tmax5250TK , where TK52p/(22«)3/2 is the Kepler
time ~in scaled units! for the electron motion in zero external
fields. A trajectory is recorded as ionized if the condition z
.2zs is fulfilled within t<Tmax .
In Fig. 1, we present the global picture of the ionization
probability as a function of the scaled electric field and the
scaled energy. Light shaded areas indicate values of the
scaled parameters with a high ionization probability, and
dark shaded areas belong to values of f and « where only a
small ratio of trajectories ionize. The energy «r512«/«s is
plotted relative to the Stark energy. The scaled electric field
is plotted on a logarithmic scale, and varies over three orders
of magnitude. If the scaled energy «r relative to the energy
of the Stark saddle point is kept fixed, and the scaled electric
field is decreased ~going from right to left in Fig. 1! the
ionization probability decreases first. However, below ap-
proximately log10 f 521.1 the trend is reversed, and ioniza-
tion is enhanced again. In Fig. 2 we have plotted a cut
through the ionization probabilities of Fig. 1 taken at con-
stant relative scaled energies «r50.1 a.u. and «r50.2 a.u.
The rise in the ionization probability for small scaled electric
fields or large magnetic fields, respectively, is clearly visible.
We briefly discuss the connection between the scaled pa-
rameters depicted in Fig. 2 and typical field strengths used in
laboratory experiments. In the crossed-field experiments @9#
the electric-field strength was kept fixed and the magnetic-
field strength changed. A typical electric-field strength used
was F530 V/cm. The highest scaled electric field f
510 a.u. in Fig. 2 then corresponds to a magnetic field of
B50.028 T, and the lowest scaled electric field f
50.01 a.u. corresponds to B54.96 T. Keeping the electric
field fixed has the advantage that a fixed relative scaled en-
ergy «r is equivalent to a fixed unscaled excitation energy E
of the Rydberg atom. In an experiment which measures the
ionization flux at constant «r , the laser frequency can then
FIG. 1. Classical ionization probability ~ratio of ionizing trajec-
tories! on a 2D grid of the scaled electric field f in atomic units, and
the dimensionless scaled energy «r512«/«s relative to the classi-
cal ionization threshold «s . The right panel gives the coding of the
ratio of ionizing trajectories. Light shaded areas indicate a high
ionization probability. Dashed line: bifurcation of the almost circu-
lar orbit @1# @Eq. ~11!#. Along the solid line the Kepler frequency
vK and the Larmor frequency vL
(1) are equal @see the discussion
after Eq. ~6!#.
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the above field parameters corresponds to the excitation of
the principal quantum number n'57 ~if no external fields
were present!. The relative scaled energies «r50.1 a.u. and
«50.2 a.u. correspond to n'69 and 74, respectively, which
is accessible in present day experiments.
B. Ionization times
To gain a better understanding of the nonmonotonic be-
havior of the ionization probability, as depicted in Fig. 2, the
ionization time as a function of the starting angle u is plotted
in Figs. 3~a!–3~d! for four different parameter regimes of the
scaled electric field f . The relative scaled energy is kept
fixed at «r50.125. For a strong scaled electric field ( f
51.44), trajectories which start within a cone u,0.3p ,
whose axis points towards the Stark saddle point, ionize on a
fast time scale @Fig. 3~a!#. If the scaled electric field is de-
creased ( f 50.36) a second interval of starting angles, cen-
tered around u50.27p appears in addition to the one of Fig.
3~a!, for which trajectories do not ionize @Fig. 3~b!#. For an
even smaller scaled electric field ( f 50.1225), the ionization
time becomes a highly irregular function of the starting angle
u in the interval uP@0.18p ,0.33p# @Fig. 3~c!#. Finally, and
most importantly, in the regime of weak scaled electric field
( f 50.04), trajectories starting toward the uphill side of the
electric field in an interval uP@0.71p ,0.89p# are able to
ionize within the time Tmax @Fig. 3~d!#. Thus, classically,
ionization is enhanced in the regime of a small scaled electric
field due to the opening of an ionization channel which is not
present at low or intermediate magnetic fields. Ionization via
this channel takes place on a much longer time scale than the
fast, direct ionization in the cone around the downhill axis of
the potential (u50), and the ionization time is an irregular
function of the starting angle. A fractal structure of classical
ionization times as a function of initial conditions has previ-
ously been found for hydrogen in crossed electric and mag-
netic fields @14#. Such a structure is a signature of chaotic
motion in phase space, as we will show in detail in Sec.
III C.
FIG. 2. Classical ionization probability at two fixed relative
scaled energies «r50.1 and «r50.2 ~dimensionless! as a function
of the scaled electric field f in atomic units. For a fixed unscaled
electric field F , the magnetic field B increases going from right to
left in the figure.C. Phase-space structure
To interpret the ionization behavior in the different pa-
rameter regimes in terms of the classical phase space struc-
ture we created Poincare´ surface of section ~PSOS! plots
using the scaled Hamiltonian ~2!. We plotted PSOS’s in the
pair of action-angle variables (azA22« ,faz) introduced in
the Appendix. The use of these variables has the advantage
that the connection to results in the perturbative regime ~see
Sec. IV B! is easily made. The action variable azA22e is
proportional to the z component of the modified Runge-Lenz
vector ~in unscaled variables! @15,16#
A5
1
A22H0
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r
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which is a conserved quantity in first-order perturbation
theory in the external fields. H0 is the part of the Hamil-
tonian ~1! which is independent of the external fields:
H05
p2
2 2
1
r
. ~4!
Second, at the nucleus r50 the full Hamiltonian ~1! and
its field-independent part ~4! coincide; therefore E5H0 , and
the exact relationship
azA22«52cos u ~5!
between the azimuthal starting angle u of trajectories and the
action variable az holds. From the transformation formulas
of the Appendix one can derive that the conjugate angle vari-
able has the value faz56p/2 at the origin r50.
Figure 4 translates the ionization time results into
PSOS’s. Surface of sections were taken whenever a trajec-
tory crossed the z axis. In strong scaled electric fields and for
FIG. 3. Ionization time in units of the Kepler time TK52p/
(22«)3/2 of the field-free motion as a function of the azimuthal
starting angle u with respect to the z axis. Scaled electric fields in
atomic units from ~a!–~d!: f 51.44, 0.36, 0.1225, and 0.04. The
dimensionless relative scaled energy is «r50.125 in all cases.
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electric field and the scaled energy are the same as in Figs. 3~a!–3~d!. The inset in ~b! shows one-half of the downhill balloon orbit in (r ,z)
coordinates with the origin in the lower left corner. ~The other half is obtained by reflection on the z axis.! The arrows indicate the position
of this orbit in the surface of section.trajectories which start toward the uphill side of the electric
field potential, azA22« is an almost conserved quantity
@Fig. 4~a!#. This is related to the fact that the Runge-Lenz
vector is a conserved quantity for the first-order Stark effect.
The starting condition r50 corresponds to the lines faz5
6p/2 in the surface-of-section plots. The relation between
the starting angle u and azA22« is given by Eq. ~5!. The
fast ionizing trajectories starting toward the downhill side
lead to the white area in the PSOS’s in the interval
azA22«P@21.0,20.6# . In Fig. 4~b!, a small island shows
up around azA22«520.667. It belongs to a stable orbit,
the so-called downhill balloon orbit, named @02# in the
classification scheme of periodic orbits of Eckhardt and
Wintgen @17# ~see also Ref. @18#!. The downhill balloon orbit
is shown in the inset of Fig. 4~b!. The arrows indicate the
location of the island of stability of this orbit. The island
created by the downhill balloon orbit is responsible for the
reduction of the percentage of ionizing trajectories in the
parameter regime of Fig. 4~b!. We will come back to this
point in detail in Sec. IV A. For a smaller scaled electric field
@Fig. 4~c!#, chaotic ionization can be seen in the lower part of
the figure. The other main feature compared with Fig. 4~b! is
the existence of a stable periodic orbit at faz560.5p ,
where azA22«'0.5. This is the so-called @0# orbit whichfor pure magnetic fields lies in the plane perpendicular to the
magnetic field. In the presence of an electric field its starting
angle is shifted toward the uphill side of the electric-field
potential @19#. Finally in Fig. 4~d!, for a small scaled electric
field or a high magnetic field, most of the phase space is
chaotic with the exception of the stable island around the @0#
orbit. Chaotic ionization can now also proceed for trajecto-
ries with initially positive az . Due to this possibility ioniza-
tion is enhanced.
IV. DIFFERENT IONIZATION REGIMES
A. Regime of suppressed ionization
In this section we explain the behavior of the ionization
cross section for intermediate and large scaled electric fields
(log10 f .21.1). Close inspection of the PSOS plots for dif-
ferent values of f and « revealed that the stable island asso-
ciated with the above mentioned downhill balloon orbit
@02# is always very closely situated near the last remnant
Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser ~KAM! torus with the topology
of the pure Stark problem which reaches from faz52p to
faz5p @see Fig. 4~b!#. Although the downhill balloon orbit
together with its surrounding stable island does not ionize
itself its location in the PSOS plots indicates the cone of
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ize in the regime of strong and intermediate scaled electric
fields.
Figure 5 shows the starting angle u0 of the downhill bal-
loon orbit, determined numerically, as a function of the
scaled electric field and the scaled energy. Dark coded areas
indicate a small starting angle with respect to the axis of the
external fields, and light coded areas a large angle. The
downhill balloon orbit is unstable in the region indicated by
the white dots. In the region, where it is stable, Fig. 5 closely
resembles the behavior of Fig. 1. Thus for strong and inter-
mediate scaled electric fields, or low and intermediate mag-
netic fields B compared to the electric field F , the suppres-
sion of the ionization probability can be directly related to
the starting angle u0 of a single bound periodic orbit. The
argument is valid in the regime where the downhill balloon
orbit is stable, and thus creates an island which takes away
flux from the downhill ionization channel.
B. Regime of enhanced ionization
In this section we derive an analytic criterion for the
crossover border between suppressed ionization for interme-
diate magnetic fields and enhanced ionization at strong mag-
netic fields. To do this we will use results from classical
perturbation theory for hydrogen in parallel electric and
magnetic fields. The scaled Hamiltonian ~2!, expressed in the
action-angle variables of the unperturbed Kepler problem
~see the Appendix!, can be averaged over one period of the
fast motion, which is the motion along the perturbed Kepler
ellipse. This leads to an adiabatic Hamiltonian @15,16,20#,
for which the scaled action nsc is a constant of motion. A
second—adiabatic—invariant exists @10,15#, which ~ex-
pressed in scaled quantities! reads as
L522~nsc22az
2!cos~2faz!12nsc
223az
21
24f
nsc
az
13 f 2nsc2az2 . ~6!
The use of perturbation theory is justified as long as the
scaled Kepler frequency vK51/nsc3 of the unperturbed mo-
tion over which the perturbed motion is averaged is much
larger than the two Larmor type frequencies vL
(6)5221u1
FIG. 5. Starting angle u0 of the downhill balloon orbit @02# .
Axes and units are as in Fig. 1. The right panel gives the darkness
coding of u0 /p . Dark shaded areas indicate a small starting angle
u0 with respect to the z axis. The white dots indicate the region
where the @02# orbit is unstable.63nscf u introduced by the external fields @10#. The condition
vK.vL
(1) is fulfilled to the right of the solid line in Fig. 1.
To make the connection to trajectories starting at the ori-
gin, one notices that «521/(2nsc2) is an exact relation for
trajectories when they pass the nucleus, r50. The crucial
point in the argument now is that this relation still holds
approximately in the perturbative regime for the dynamics
not too far away from the nucleus, and we therefore replace
nsc!1/A22« ~7!
in Eq. ~6!. To simplify formulas the additional rescaling az
5nsca˜ z and L5nsc2L˜ is performed. In terms of « and f the
adiabatic invariant is then approximately
L˜ 522~12a˜ z
2!cos~2faz!12110ba˜ z12ga˜ z
2
, ~8!
where we have introduced
b524f u«u/5, g52 32 @12 f 2/~2u«u!# ~9!
in accordance with previous notation @16#. The key to ex-
plaining the opening of the ionization channel for orbits
starting toward the uphill side of the potential is to relate it to
the creation of an unstable periodic orbit, the so-called al-
most circular or @1# orbit at certain combinations of f and «.
The @1# orbit does not go through the origin. It nevertheless
influences the ionization behavior drastically due to the cre-
ation of a separatrix along which uphill orbits can diffuse
and finally ionize. The @1# orbit is an unstable fixed point in
the PSOS. Perturbatively it can be calculated from the con-
dition ]L˜ /]faz5]L˜ /]a˜ z50 as a critical point of the equi-
potential lines of the adiabatic invariant ~8!. It is located at
faz50, a˜ z525b/@2~11g!# . ~10!
The orbit exists when ua˜ zu<1, which is fulfilled when the
scaled parameters obey the relation
5b
2 <u11gu. ~11!
For the @1# orbit to be unstable the critical point must be a
saddle point which is the case when g.21. In the range of
the scaled field parameters in Fig. 1 the @1# orbit is always
unstable if it exists and the values of f and « at which it is
created are given by Eq. ~11!, and are plotted as the white
dashed line in Fig. 1. The almost circular orbit exists left of
this line giving rise to the uphill ionization channel. Condi-
tion ~11! predicts the onset of enhanced ionization very ac-
curately.
Note that because of the conservation of nsc , the pertur-
bative Hamiltonian has a bound phase space, whereas we
wish to analyze the onset of chaotic ionization for the un-
bound motion of the full Hamiltonian ~2!. However, in the
region close to the nucleus the external fields are small com-
pared to the Coulomb potential, and the perturbative treat-
ment is always valid. The argument then is that if the ioniza-
tion dynamics is influenced by the phase-space structure near
the nucleus, the perturbative Hamiltonian can be employed.
Classical chaotic ionization is a necessary condition for
the occurrence of Ericson fluctuations @21# in a quantum
spectrum due to broad overlapping resonances. This fact has
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netic fields @14#. The above criterion @Eq. ~11!# therefore also
provides a guideline for the parameter regimes in photoexci-
tation experiments in parallel electric and magnetic fields
where the manifestions of the classically chaotic dynamics in
the form of Ericson fluctuations could be tested.
V. DISCUSSION
In the classical description of ionization, presented here,
an electron leaves the region near the nucleus on a trajectory
which can either ionize or remain bound in phase space. The
ionization probability is the ratio of ionizing trajectories to
the total number of trajectories on the initial manifold in
phase space. We can relate such a description of ionization to
the semiclassical closed-orbit theory of photoexcitation @3–
5#. It is important to recognize that closed-orbit theory itself
cannot make any predictions about the stability of a manifold
of excited states against ionization.
In closed-orbit theory an initial outgoing Coulomb wave,
produced by photoexcitation, is responsible for the direct or
background part of the photoabsorption cross section. At dis-
tances of approximately 50-bohr radii the outgoing wave is
continued semiclassically. Only bound trajectories contribute
to this construction and among them those which return to
the nucleus play a prominent role in closed-orbit theory. The
returning trajectories are continued by incoming Coulomb
waves in the region near the nucleus. Interference between
outgoing and incoming waves leads to oscillations in the
absorption spectrum as a function of the excitation energy.
This picture also remains valid in the context of field ioniza-
tion. As for the photoabsorption spectrum, it is expected that
in a fully semiclassical description the interference between
the outgoing wave and incoming waves gives rise to oscilla-
tions in the ionization probability as a function of the scaled
energy. However, carrying out a fully semiclassical descrip-
tion of ionization in a consistent manner would, first of all,
require one to construct a semiclassical S matrix @22#, which
incorporates phases and amplitudes of the ionizing trajecto-
ries, which we discussed in Sec. III. At least in the chaotic
regime, which is the most interesting, such a semiclassical
construction of the S matrix seems extremely difficult if not
intractable because of the fractal structure of the time delay
function ~see Fig. 3!. The classical description of ionization
therefore predicts the direct or smooth part of the ionization
rate, neglecting interference effects due to closed trajectories.
Core scattering of Rydberg electrons induces additional
modulations in the photoexcitation spectra of nonhydrogenic
Rydberg atoms which are not present in hydrogen @23,24#.
However, since the classical theory of ionization is insensi-
tive to such modulations, our results for the background ion-
ization probability should also apply to nonhydrogenic atoms
like lithium or rubidium. The success of classical trajectory
calculations in the hydrogenic approximation in reproducing
the ionization behavior for rubidium atoms in crossed elec-
tric fields @10# also supports this argument.
The ionization behavior was calculated in Sec. III A, as-
suming an equal distribution of starting trajectories in the
azimuthal angle u. More accurately the dependence of the
probability distribution of starting angles on the angular mo-
mentum character of the initial state and the laser polariza-tion must be taken into account. Work on incorporating the
effects of laser polarization and the initial state from which
laser excitation takes place is in progress.
A final question which needs to be addressed is whether
the classical enhancement of ionization due to the chaotic
ionization dynamics can survive quantum-mechanically. It
has been demonstrated for the problem of microwave ioniza-
tion of atoms that quantum-mechanical coherence effects,
that is interference between ionization trajectories, can sup-
press the effects of classically chaotic dynamics @25#, a phe-
nomenon known as dynamical localization. It would there-
fore be very interesting to test experimentally whether the
chaotically enhanced ionization at relatively small scaled
electric fields, predicted on classical grounds, can indeed be
observed.
VI. SUMMARY
In summary, we predict the ionization behavior of Ryd-
berg atoms in parallel electric and magnetic fields over a
wide range of field parameters on the basis of the classical
phase-space structure. At a fixed energy relative to the Stark
energy, the ionization probability varies nonmonotonically as
the scaled electric field is changed. We have related this
behavior to two periodic orbits in the system. The stability
island created by the downhill balloon orbit was identified to
be responsible for the suppression of ionization for interme-
diate scaled electric fields compared to the case of a pure
electric field. For small scaled electric fields, or a strong
magnetic field compared to the electric field, a crossover to
enhanced, chaotic ionization takes place. An analytic crite-
rion for this crossover based on the creation of the unstable
almost circular orbit was derived. We thus demonstrated that
the ionization behavior in an unbound Hamiltonian system
can be related to bound periodic orbits of this system.
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APPENDIX: HAMILTONIAN
IN ACTION-ANGLE VARIABLES
The singularity of the scaled Hamiltonian ~2! can be re-
moved if semiparabolic coordinates (u ,v) are introduced:
r5Ax21y25uv , z5 12 ~u22v2!. ~A1!
Additionally the new timelike variable s is defined via
dt5~u21v2!ds . ~A2!
The regularized Hamiltonian function reads
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1
8 u
2v2~u21v2!
2
f
2 ~u
42v4!. ~A3!
The Hamiltonian can then be expressed in terms of action-
angle variables of the unperturbed Kepler problem by per-
forming a succession of three canonical transformations. In
the first step new pairs of conjugate variables (q1 ,p1) and
(q2 ,p2) are introduced:
u5~22«!21/4~q11p1!, pu5~22«!1/4~q12p1!,
~A4!
v5~22«!21/4~q21p2!, pv5~22«!1/4~q22p2!.
The transformation to action-angle variables (I i ,f i) is
achieved byqi5A2I isin f i , pi5A2I icos f i ~ i51,2!. ~A5!
A final transformation relates these variables to the action-
angle variables of the unperturbed Kepler problem ~for lz
50!:
I15
1
2 ~nsc1az!, f15fnsc1faz
~A6!
I25
1
2 ~nsc2az!, f25fnsc2faz.
The scaled action variables nsc and az are related to their
unscaled counterparts used in Ref. @15# via nsc5B1/3n and
az5B1/3Az , where Az is the z component of the unscaled
modified Runge-Lenz vector equation ~3!.@1# For a comprehensive bibliography of experimental and theo-
retical work on atoms in external fields, see C. Neumann, R.
Ubert, S. Freund, E. Flo¨thmann, B. Sheehy, K. H. Welge, M.
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